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A high-precision experiment to measure parity-nonconservation in atomic Yb has been proposed recently
@D. De Mille, Phys. Rev. Lett.74, 4165 ~1995!#. We use a relativistic configuration-interaction approach to
highlight the importance of correlation effects in the 6s2(1S0)→6s5d(3D1) parity-nonconserving electric
transition amplitude for Yb. Our result shows that this transition amplitude is dramatically altered by the strong
mixing between some of the configurations that make up the odd-parity 6s6p(1P1) atomic state.
@S1050-2947~97!03305-2#

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Ys, 11.30.Er, 12.15.Ji, 32.70.Cs
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In a recent paper, De Mille has proposed that
6s2(1S0)→6s5d(3D1) transition in atomic Yb can be use
for studying parity nonconversation~PNC! @1#. He points out
that ~i! the aforementioned transition has a very lar
electric-dipole (E1) amplitude arising from PNC, a strongl
suppressed magnetic dipole (M1) amplitude, and a moderat
Stark-inducedE1 amplitude;~ii ! extremely high-precision
measurements of PNC in Yb using the well-developed te
nique of Stark PNC interference appear possible; and~iii ! a
comparison of PNC between the large number of stable
topes of Yb may provide a unique test of the standard mo
In this paper we are concerned with only the theoretical
pects of the PNC-inducedE1 amplitude of the
6s2(1S0)→6s5d(3D1) transition in atomic Yb.

The E1 transition amplitude arising from a parity
nonconserving weak interaction can, in general, be writ

FIG. 1. Some low-lying energy levels of Yb in cm21 ~not to
scale!.
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using first-order perturbation theory as

E1PNC5(
I

S ^C f uDuC I&^C I uHPNCuC i&
Ei2EI

1
^C f uHPNCuC I&^C I uDuC i&

Ef2EI
D ,

where uC i& and uC f& are, respectively, the initial and fina
atomic states anduC I& is an intermediate atomic state who
parity is opposite that of the initial and the final atom
states. The energies of these states are given byEi , Ef , and

TABLE I. CI results for the reduced matrix element of th
parity-nonconserving 6s2(1S0)→6s5d(3D1) transition amplitude
in Yb. Units are iniea0QW310211.

Case Configurations E1PNC

1 even: 4f 146s2,4f 146s5d(J51) 0.355
odd: 4f 146s6p(J50)

2 even: 4f 146s,4f 146s5d(J51) 3.284
odd: 4f 146s6p(J50),4f 146s6p(J51),
4 f 146p5d(J51)

3 even: 4f 146s2,4f 146s5d(J51); 2.765
4 f 145d2(J50); 4f 145d2(J51);
4 f 146p2(J50); 4f 146p2(J51);
4 f 136p5d(J51); 4f 136s26p(J51)
odd: 4f 146s6p(J50); 4f 146s6p(J51)
4 f 146p5d(J51), 4f 136s5d2(J51),
4 f 136s6p2(J51), 4f 136s25d(J50)
1635 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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EI . D is the electric-dipole operator andHPNC is the nuclear-
pin-independent neutral weak current interaction Ham
tonian given by@2#

HPNC5
GF

2&
QW (

e
g5r~r e!,

whereGF is the Fermi constant andQW is the weak nuclear
change given byQw52@ZC1p1NC1n#. Z andNx are the
number of protons and neutrons, respectively.C1p and C1n
are the vector~nucleon!–axial vector~electron! coupling co-
efficients,r(r e) is the normalized nucleon number densi
and g5 is the usual pseudoscalar Dirac matrix. We use
relativistic configuration interaction~CI! approach@3# to de-
termine the strong correlation~many-body! effects that char-
acterizeE1PNC for atomic Yb. An atomic state in this ap
proach is written as a linear combination of configurati
states

uCa~JMp!&5(
r

crauF r~JMp!&,

where uCa& is a general atomic state with angular mome
tum (J,M ) and parity~p!. Note thatuF r& is a configuration
state with the some angular momentum and parity asuCa&.
The configuration mixing coefficients are given bycra . The
diagonalization of the atomic Hamiltonian in the spa
spanned by all the configurations required to describe
initial, final, and intermediate atomic states yields its eig
values and eigenvectors, which are, respectively, the ene
and the mixing coefficients of the atomic states. The oc
pied orbitals used in the determination ofE1PNC for the tran-
sition of experimental interest in the case of Yb were o
tained by performing a single-configuration (1s22s2...6s2)
Dirac-Fock calculation. The 6p1/2, 6p3/2, 5d3/2, and 5d5/2
virtual orbitals were generated from aVN21 potential@4# that
was constructed by exciting a 6s orbital. All these calcula-
tions were carried out using theGRASPcode@5#.

The dominant contribution toE1PNC comes from the odd-
parity 6s6p(1P1) intermediate state, which differs in energ
from the 6s5d(3D1) state by only 579.12 cm21 ~see Fig. 1!.
In the present work we consider the effect of this and sev
other low-lying configurations built out of the occupied 5d
and 6p orbitals. Some of the residual shielding configur
tions will be taken into account through an effective Ham
tonian. Table I gives the contributions to the reduced ma
element E1PNC for three different cases. The Dirac-Foc
approximation ~no configuration mixing! yields
0.355310211iea0QW ~note that all the subsequent valu

TABLE II. Comparison between theoretical and experimen
energies of atomic states. Units are in cm21.

State Theory Experiment

6s6p(3P0) 13 839.179 17 288
6s6p(3P1) 14 373.477 17 992
6s5d(3D1) 24 582.682 24 489.102
6s6p(1P1) 24 217.839 25 068.222
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will be given in this unit!. The odd-parity configurations
6s6p1/2(J51), 6s6p3/2(J51), 6p1/25d3/2(J51),
6p3/25d5/2(J51), and 6p3/25d3/2(J51) have dramatic ef-
fects onE1PNC. The addition of the first three configuration
changes its value to20.228310211 with the largest contri-
bution (20.635310211) coming from the 6s6p(1P1) inter-
mediate state. The reason for the change in sign ofE1PNC is
because of the change in ordering of the 6s5d(3D1) and
6s6p(1P1) energy levels relative to the Dirac-Fock cas
The addition of the 6p3/25d5/2 configuration produces an
other change in the ordering of those two levels and the v
small energy separation (70.2 cm21) between them leads to
a very large contribution (7.13310211) once again from the
6s6p(1P1) state. The total contribution from all the interme
diate states in this case is 7.522310211. The effect of the
6p3/25d3/2 configuration is to reduce this value to 3.28
310211. The result of the 14~odd plus even! nonrelativistic
or 54 relativistic configurations calculation clearly show
that the effect of electron correlation onE1PNC is much
weaker from the initial and final states than it is for some
the intermediate states. Table II gives the energies obta
for the atomic states in this case and the corresponding
perimental energies@6#. The agreement between these en
gies can be improved by introducing an effective Ham
tonian that contains adjustable shielding factors. T
electron-electron interaction part of this Hamiltonian can
written as@7#

Heff
ee5(

k
ak

4p

2k11 (
q52k

k

Yk
q* ~u1 ,f1!Yk

q~u2 ,f2!
r ,

k

r .
l 11 ,

where ak’s are multipole shielding factors and if chose
properly they can account for certain types of shielding
fects that are not included in our calculations described e
lier ~see Table I!. For a050.99, a150.654, anda250.98,
we get our best fit for energies~see Table III!. The agreement
between our calculated and experimental3D1 and 1P1 ex-
perimental energies is indeed very good for this case and
obtainE1PNC520.768310211iea0QW . The contribution of
the 6s6p(1P1) state is20.895310211iea0QW . Our result
is in reasonable agreement with De Mille’s estimate
uIm E1PNCu51.1(4)31021ea0 @1#, which takes into consid-
eration only the dominant contribution toE1PNC, which
comes from the 6p5d configuration, which strongly mixes
with the 6s6p configuration in the1P1 state. His estimate is
based on information obtained from previous atomic str
ture calculations on Yb@8–10#. It is not straightforward to

l TABLE III. Comparison between theoretical and experimen
energies of atomic states fora050.997, a150.654, and a2

50.98. Units are in cm21.

State Theory Experiment

6s6p(3P0) 16 882.601 17 288
6s6p(3P1) 17 641.244 17 992
6s5d(3D1) 24 497.245 24 489.102
6s6p(1P1) 25 075.991 25 068.222
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determine the accuracy of the present calculation e
though it contains the most important correlation contrib
tion arising from the mixing of 6s6p and 6p5d configura-
tions. We are presently exploring other nonperturbat
methods that will incorporate the unusually strong corre
tion effects that make the parity-nonconservingE1 transition
amplitude in Yb larger than in other atoms of experimen
interest.
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